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1. Research Background  
 Howard Barker is a leading British playwright whose works have been rarely performed in 
Australia, especially in a mainstream theatre setting. This new production was programmed 
for the State Theatre of South Australia in 2002, and the director and designer used the 
imagery of Caravaggio’s paintings as a scenic starting point for the staging of the work. The 
piece questions the responsibility of the state-subsidised artist and thus could be seen as a 
controversial choice for a state theatre. 
  
2. Research Contribution  
The play addresses questions of the artist’s responsibility in a time of war, juxtaposing scenes 
about sittings for an epic painting on the battle of Lepanto in Venice in the seventeenth 
century with visits to the studio from a patron, a critic and the painter’s daughter. This 
production focussed on supporting the dialectic with an epic approach to staging through 
transformational settings. 
 
3. Research Significance  
The significance of this production is that it gave South Australian audiences a unique 
opportunity to view this important play. It was extensively reviewed by the press, and has 
been catalogued on the Ausstage performance repository under entry 
http://www.ausstage.edu.au/indexdrilldown.jsp?xcid=59&f_event_id=15839 
This production of a play originally written for radio was praised in Murray Bramwell’s review 
printed nationally in The Australian:  ‘The State Theatre Company has given us a chance to 
see a rarely performed text which is rich both in language and in perspective and Kim 
Durban’s production tellingly captures the debate between painter and patron, even if other 
layers of implication are less well served.’ http://hdl.handle.net/2328/39 
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